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- THE LONG ROAD TO CATASTROPHE
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Since 1688 L

d's of London has been an
and a major underwriter f
marlne and non-mar ' e 'n surance worldwide. How~ver
for t~e last four 'ears that institution has
'
experlenc~d loss es of di sastrous proportions who h
threaten
lts re p a _on
.
.
,
lC Th
.
an d lts
very eXlstence
dIsastrous perf orna ce of Lloyd's over the last fou;
years has been a res t of its history and the
attitudes of its r c·pals.
in8~itution in Eng a

To underst and
e pr oblems at Lloyd's it is
necessary to begi
a brief history of Lloyd's and
an outline of its s
ctu re. with an understanding of
its history and s r c re one can appreciate those
problems which the =arket faces in the 1990's and the
origins of the pr ob e~s .
The histor y of
of London begins in a
London coffeehou se ' n
In the late 17th Century,
coffeehouses in La nd
we re places for businessmen to
meet during the da y LO ca rryon their particular
businesses. Th ese cof~eeh ouses became especially
useful for insurance brok ers who otherwise would have
had to seek door- to - or solici tation of dozens of
merchants to un der wri e each risk. The first such
coffeehouse open ed in 652 i n st. Michael's Alle y in
Cornhill. Thirty-f i e ye ars later, in 16 88 , Edward
Lloyd opened his Llo d' s Coffeehouse on Tower street,
in London. This coffeehouse soon became frequented by
merchants conne cted with th e shipping industry.
In
1691 Lloyd moved his coff eehouse to AbChurch Lane and
Lombard street, a fe w doo rs from the General Post
,
Office in London' s Mercantile Center close to London s
other operating coffeehouses. The earliest notice of
Mr . Lloyd's new establishme nt on Lombard street appears
in the London Ga zette on Thursday, October 20, 1692
with an advertis ement wh1ch read~ , " On Tu eyday . th~
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Eighth of November next at Bennett's Coffeehouse in
Plymouth, will be exposed to sale, by Inch of Candle,
three ships with all their furniture; the names whereof
are the Theresa, the st. Thomas and the Palm, two of
four hundred tons and the other of one hundred tons.
The inventories thereof are to be seen at Lloyd's
Coffeehouse on Lombard street, London. Said ships are
entered out for Barbados or Virginia." By 1700 Lloyd's
Coffeehouse had become a well known place to conduct
business primarily for the sale of goods for shipping
and subsequently also became a center for marine
insurance.
The development of Lloyd's Coffeehouse into the
enterprise known today was accompanied by the
establishment, in 1726, of the Lloyd's List. The
Lloyd's List, a collection of news relating to ships
and shipping, was published twice weekly and set out
exchange rates in foreign markets, prices of stocks and
government annuities and shipping intelligence.
In the 1770's Lloyd's began to develop a formal
structure for the management of its insurers. For its
first one hundred years the coffeehouse remained a
loose organization of individual merchants.
In 1771,
seventy-nine underwriters who met at Pope's Head Alley,
in London formed a committee and agreed to fund the
building of a new Lloyd's Coffeehouse. After many
months of discussion, John Julius Angerstein, a Russian
migrant from St. Petersburgh, convinced the committee
to move the Lloyd's business to the first floor of the
Roynl Exchange into a suite of rooms used formerly by
the British Herring Fishing Society. Once it had
moved, management at the new Lloyd's Coffeehouse at the
Royal Exchange was under the direction of this
Committee of seventy-nine brokers and underwriters. As
a part of its powers and authority , in 1779, the
Committee established a uniform underwriting policy to
be used by all underwriters.
Despite the formalities
of Committee leadership, the activities of the members
were only loosely regulated and the underwriters and
brokers at the new Lloyd's Coffeehouse were free to act
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as they thought a ppropriate in conducting their
business.
Business a t the n e w Lloyd's Coffeehouse
flourished.
From the commencement of the War for
Independence in North Amer i ca through the Napoleonic
Wars, busines s expa nd ed i n marine underwriting.
Because o f t he ongo ' ng confl ict during this period,
ma r i ne insura nce be ca e a paramount necessity; the
ability to spread t e oss of a disaster among many
ind i viduals wa s esse tial . High premiums, adequate to
h i gh risk, wer e offered and accepted. The underwriting
" l ines" of sing l e a es became quite significant.
Furthe rmore, f ore ' g cash a nd foreign business was
attracted to t he R a Excha nge thereby enhancing the
power and infl uence of th e i nsurance market at the new
Ll oyd's coffeehou se .
In additio n t
~s stature as a financial center,
the Lloyd's market a s p rov id e d a strong force in
regulating marit i e s ' ppi ng during the wars since many
o f the vessels were
erwri tten by the Lloyd's market.
The best e vidence of th e growing strength of
Ll oy d's was the test '
y of its chairman, John Julius
Angerstein, before Par iament in 1810. Mr. Angerstein
conf irmed that at t e commencement of the conflict with
Fr a n ce, Lloyd's ha d bee weak. The association had
quickly gained stre gt
aki ng it able to meet enormous
f i n a ncial engage me ~s a d a lways ready to discharge its
obligations in the _ ro pt est manner. Mr. Angerstein
summed up his c o e s t o Pa rliament by stating, "I
have had the ho nour of doi ng part of the business of
t he v ery res p ecta b e and honora ble house for the last
twenty-five ye ars;.
. t h e amount I insured was
£8,483,000 and I recov ered for the insureds losses,
averages and r etur s £49 0,000.
In that account I had
underwriters who did no t p r ove solvent, for I recovered
short of wh at I had recei v e d £2,000, this being the
loss by bad underwrit ers in the twenty-two years." In
response to the questi ons of whether underwriters were
wi lling to fulfill their obligations on insurance
coverage , Mr . Anger st e in sta t e d "There a rc a gr e a t
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number of claims made that are not allowed; but the
underwriters cannot cheat a merchant except in one way,
that is, by becoming bankrupt.1I He went on to say, for
my part I always do (make payments) and unless it is a
question of law I never go into court ... Angerstein
stated that in most instances the underwriters were
very liberal with their payments and concluded his
remarks by saying, "Private underwriters will settle a
loss for a man of character when they will not do the
same for a man they suspect, and they are always very
liberal when they are satisfied with the property and
good intentions of the insurer. III As Mr. Angerstein
later pointed out, IILloyd's is founded on two great
pillars: news and honest dealing.
If either fails, we
fail, and with us the whole of the British merchant
mar ine. 11 2
Whereas the intangible reputation of Lloyd's was
that of honest dealing, the tangible symbol of the
Lloyd's became, the Lutine Bell.
Launched originally as a French war ship in 1785,
the Lutine was surrendered to Admiral Hood in 1793,
becoming then the H.M.S. Lutine.
She was attached to
the Mediterranean Fleet and was part of a frigate
squadron under Nelson's command in 1794. However, it
was in 1799 that she commenced her now famous voyage.
Late that year a number of British merchants in Hamburg
found themselves pushed for credit as a result of the
Napoleonic Wars. The London banks decided to send a
cargo of bullion for their support and asked the
Admiralty to loan them a ship. On October 9 under the
command of captain skynner, H.M.S. Lutine set sail from
Yarmouth for Hamburg containing cargo of 42,000 Spanish
Silver Pistoles, 58 bars of gold and 81 double and 138
single gold Louis coins.
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At midnight on October 9 she struck sand at the
entrance of the Zuider Zee and sank in 9 fathoms of
water with a loss of all hands.
The whole of her
valuable cargo had been underwritten by Lloyd's and the
underwriters paid the loss promptly.
Since the war
prevailed with the French, recovery of the treasure was
unlikely.
However, in 1801 a Dutch fisherman named
Wick brought up £83,000 of gold bullion of which
Lloyd's claimed two-thirds.
Subsequently, there were
attempts to locate additional portions of the cargo;
protracted negotiations between Lloyd's and the Dutch
government occurred in 1814, 1828 and again in 1857.
In 1857, divers working under the protection of a Dutch
gun boat recovered £22,000 worth of bullion, the ship's
bell and rudder.
The ship's rudder was carved into a
chair which sits today in Lloyd's and the 80 pound bell
was mounted in a massive oak rostrum and is still
prominently displayed at Lloyd's.
Traditionally the bell was sounded to announce a
casualty at sea.
However, more recently the bell is
rung on a rare occasion to stop dealing in an overdue
market.
This means that when a vessel is overdue, if
the reinsurance rate charged to underwriters attempting
to reduce their commitment goes beyond a certain point,
it i s Lloyd's rule that the bell must be rung as soon
as there is any news of the ship. The theory of this
is that if the news is given to the whole market at
once, then no underwriter can have the advantage of
special knowledge.
Despite the limited use of the bell
in these times of rapid intelligence, the bell still
remains as a tangible symbol of Lloyd's tradition and
stature.
Since its inception in 1688, there have been three
major changes to the Lloyd's constitution.
The first
o f these occurred i n August of 1811 when the Lloyd's
committee proposed and the members accepted the
construction of a new Committee consisting of twelve
members, three of whom were to be rotated by election
each year with limi ts on re-election.
In addition, the
committee propo sed and the members accepted changes
which provided, t ha t none but merchants, bankers,
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traders and underwriters or insurance brokers were
eligible to be members of Lloyd's; that persons
desirous of becoming subscribers shall procure a
recommendation to the committee signed by six
subscribers, who must attend the committee if called
upon to do so; that subscribers be balloted for by the
committee; and that an annual subscriber's fee of £25
be charged.
In addition, the constitution required
that Lloyd's agents should be appointed exclusively by
the governing committee with the duties of the
association outlined.
A second significant change occurred in 1871 when
Royal assent was given to an "Act for incorporating the
members of the establishment or society formerly held
at Lloyd's Coffeehouse in the Royal Exchange in the
city of London for the effecting of marine insurance
and generally known as Lloyd's and for other purposes."
In part, the preamble of this act states
"[w]hereas it has long existed in the Royal Exchange in
the city of London an establishment or society,
formerly held at Lloyd's Coffeehouse in the Royal
Exchange, for effecting of marine insurance, and
generally known as Lloyd's;3
The Act went on to re-establish at Lloyd's a
committee of twelve to be elected by the members of the
society being the "Names", and to establish fundamental
rules under which the underwriting should be conducted.
The most significant of these rules of underwriting
involved the requirement that all underwriting be done
in London, that no underwriting be done by partnerships
but that all such underwriting had to be done by
individual members or subscribers at Lloyd's.
The remaining clauses of the Act of Incorporation
relate to the making of by-laws, the exclusion of
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members from the soc ie ty and various other housekeeping
matters.
The Act of Inc orpora tion stated three main
objectives for the soc "ety wh ich were:
first, the
carrying out of bus i ess of marine insurance; secondly,
the protection of t he " terests of its members; and
th i rdly, the collec tio , pub lication and diffusion of
intelligence and info ation with respect to shipping.
The most rec e nt cage s to the operations at
Lloyd's occurred in 982 . As the result of a number of
scandals in the Llo 's ark et, the committee of
Lloyd's put legis la 0
th rough Parliament making three
significant changes 0
e management and operation of
the underwriting ar e s at the Lloyd's Coffeehouse.
Those changes inc
ed, the creation of a new council
to manage the Lloyd's arket , that council is now
comprised of twent - e "g t members, sixteen of whom are
elected by the under. or " er s or "Names" who work at
Lloyd's, eight of
- ar e el ected by those
underwriters or II a:::es· who do not work at Lloyd's and
four of who are e e e by the twenty-four members of
the council with ap ro al from the Governor of the Bank
of England. The Ac~ establishes that the executive
functions of The Co c
of Lloyd's are managed by an
executive committee a e u p of sixteen members of the
Council elected by
e n ames" who work at Lloyd's.
In
addition, the Ll oyd ' s Act of 1982 requires that Lloyd's
brokers cannot own
e Ll oyd's agencies that managed
synd i cates requ ir " 9
e brokers to divest themselves
of such ownersh ip
e year 1987. Finally, and
perhaps most s ig nif "cantl y, the Lloyd's Act gave The
Society of Lloyd's c ple te immunity from suits filed
by "Names" to re cove r lo sses incurred as a result of
investments at L 0 d' s and gave to The Council of
Lloyd's immunit y fro suit for negligence leaving them
only persona lly and fin ancially responsible for acts of
fraud.
with th i s brief history of Lloyd's as a background
it is appropriate to set out the current structure
under which Lloyd 's functions.
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The Lloyd's market operates through its brokers,
underwriters, managing agents, members' agents and
underwriting members who are referred to as "N~mes."
The functions of each of these are clearly deflned.
The brokers define the insured's needs, describe
risks and seek out underwriters to underwrite the risks
as determined. The brokers prepare policies for the
underwriters to sign, collect the premiums from the
insured and deal on behalf of the insureds with claims
as they arise.
For their part, the underwriters, commonly known
as active underwriters, accept risks on behalf of
syndicates comprising as many as one thousand "Names".
The underwriters set premium rates and conditions,
settle claims and sell portions of their risks for
reinsurance to other syndicates or to reinsurers
outside of the Lloyd's market.
The managing agents manage any number of
syndicates of "Names" and provide an organization for
the syndicate to operate among themselves.
The members' agents solicit participation by
"Names" to become members of Lloyd's. Once a "Name"
becomes a member at Lloyd's, his or her affairs are
managed by the members agent. Members agents place
"Names" in syndicate groups, oversee the "Names'"
relationship with the managing agents, manage funds
received on behalf of the "Names" and keep the "names"
informed by forwarding reports and maintaining records
of the "Names'" transactions. As payment for their
services Members' Agents collect commissions based upon
the level of underwriting done by each "Name" and upon
the profits of the underwriting syndicates.
The "Names" or members are the financial risk
bearers of the insurance policies issued at the Lloyd's
market.
These individuals commit all of their assets
to the risks they underwrite.
In fact sir Peter
Mi ller, the Chairman of The Council of Lloyd's from
1984 to 1987 used to induct new members into Lloyd's
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with the famous Lloyd's expression that "as a 'Name'"
you are absolutely liable right down to your last
cuffli~k."4 Lloyd's entire capital capacity of
approxlmately £12,000,000,000 is made up of the
personal fortunes of these "Names". Only individuals
may be "Names." There are two classifications of
"Names," however, these are working "Names" being those
members who work in the Lloyd's market and non-working
or outside "Names" being those members who do not work
in the Lloyd's market. At its height in 1989 there
were aI;>proximately 34,000 "Names," of which
approxlmately 10% or 3,600 were working "Names".
As a practical matter, the non-working "Names"
have little or no contact with the Lloyd's market and
rely exclusively upon the guidance, direction and
advice of their members' agent. All reports and
financial information regarding the Lloyd's market and
syndicates are delivered by the members' agent to the
non-working "Name".
In addition, participation in
Lloyd's is similar to participation in a secret society
and the "Names" are unaware of other "Names" in their
syndicates and have no direct access to the financial
information or records of the syndicates in which they
participate.
As stated, the operation of Lloyd's is dependent
upon its members or "Names" accepting risk in various
syndicates. A "Name" accepts a certain amount of risk
in any given syndicate which amount of risk is based
upon the premium underwriting limit of the "Name". A
"Name" may assume a particular un~erwr~ting I;>r 7mium
limit depending upon his or her flnanclal ablilty as
established by a solvency test. The so~vencr. t;~t
I
d'
ssures that each
Name
h
conduct~d b~ L oy
s aremium trust fund, deposits and
enough ln hlS or her p t the required ratio of
personal reserve7 to m7~ten for any syndicate year.
reserves to premIum wrl

4
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The active underwriter responsible for
underwriting insurance in his syndicate solicits
"Names" to underwrite in his syndicate at various
levels or "lines" of underwriting. The underwriter in
the syndicate is then able to assume a total risk from
all sources based upon a premium underwriting level of
all "Names" in his syndicate.
If a given syndicate has
underwritten £10,000,000 of premium and has one
thousand "Names", the risk assumed by that syndicate in
its various underwritings is spread among the one
thousand "Names". The one thousand "Names" however do
not have an equal risk but have several and specific
risks based upon the "line" of insurance or level of
premium limit which each "Name" has underwritten in
that syndicate. Members' agents will usually assign
their "Names" to between ten and fifteen syndicates per
year thereby spreading the risk among numerous
syndicates. The premium limit which each "Name" will
underwrite is divided into various proportions among
the syndicates in which the "Name" underwriters.
Each Lloyd's syndicate will underwrite insurance
for a calendar year.
During that year the syndicate
will collect premiums and payout claims against the
premiums. The syndicate will remain open for at least
two more years beyond its initial underwriting year
during which it will continue to pay claims as they
arise.
Historically, each syndicate will close at the
end of the third year at which time the greater portion
of claims will be identified and valued.
Each
syndicate must purchase from another syndicate
reinsurance to close, laying off all of its ongoing
liabilities to a new syndicate. A syndicate formed in
1993 will make a final determination of profits or
losses at the end of 1995. If the syndicate has a
profit, the managing underwriter will take a percentage
of the profit, as will the members' agent.
The balance
of the profit will be distributed to and among the
"Names".
If the syndicate incurs a loss, the managing
underwriter will make a call against the assets of each
of the "Names" of the syndicate in proportion to the
percentage of underwriting which each "Name" has
undertaken in that syndicate.
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In the worst case scenario a syndicate will be
unable to close after three years because it is unable
to quantify its liability and purchase reinsurance to
close. This has happened regularly in the last three
years in those syndicates which have underwritten
asbestos claims. Because of the extensive and unknown
liability associated with asbestos claims, syndicates
have been unable to obtain reinsurance to close from
other syndicates or non-Lloyd's insurers willing to
assume these residual liabilities.
If a syndicate is
unable to close, the members of the syndicate will be
called upon to pay the claims of that syndicate as they
arise on an annual basis. For instance, there is one
particular Lloyd's syndicate which has remained open
since 1983. On an annual basis each "Name" in that
1983 syndicate is required to pay his or her proportion
of the losses of that syndicate. This liability may
continue well into the 21st century.
With this brief history of Lloyd's and a summary
of its organizational structure, the problems which
have befallen Lloyd's become more understandable.
Throughout the 1960's and 1970's Lloyd's accepted
"longtail liability" in various areas of insurance.
"Longtail liability" is liability which cannot be
determined immediately because of the nature of the
injury. The best example of this is in the area of
asbestos.
During the 1960's Lloyd's syndicates
underwrote insurance covering liability for
manufacturers and ship builders which provided coverage
for injury caused by actions of the insured in the year
of the coverage. The extent of the liability is not
known and often cannot be quantified for many years.
This form of insurance has been referred to as
"Incurred But Not Reported" insurance or IBNR.
Lloyd's
underwriters incurred a significant amount of this IBNR
liability in asbestos, black lung disease, Viet Nam
veterans' injury resulting from exposure to Agent
Orange, medical malpractice and other environmental
areas. Whereas the various syndicates o f L 1 o y d ' s hav~
had significant exposures over the yea~s, none has been
as extensive as the longtail expo7ure ln as~estos.
In
the mid-60's some Lloyd's underwrlters reallzed that
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there were inadequate reserves to meet the IBNR claims.
Although the cost of reinsurance to close increased as
the extent of the risk came to light, these syndicates
were able to close each year passing the liability for
IBNR forward to new syndicates. This process of
reinsuring to close and passing ancient liability
forward continued into the 1980's. However, in 1982,
the Lloyd's auditors became so concerned with the fact
that these asbestos claims were unquantifiable that in
February of 1982 they wrote to Lloyd's on behalf of
themselves and five other Lloyd's panel auditors
expressing their concern. Specifically, the Lloyd's
auditors, Nevill Russell, refused to give final
approval to the audit of these syndicates. No fewer
than 142 syndicates should not have been authorized to
close in 1982 because of the huge and unquantifiable
losses pointed out by Nevill Russell in its audit.
However, these syndicates were closed and the "Names"
were not notified of the problem in fear that this
would cause mass desertions from the market. The
auditors, having advised Lloyd's of their concern, felt
that their obligations were completed and they allowed
the syndicates to close, allowing each to reinsure the
unquantifiable loss in a subsequent syndicate year.
Those losses remained unquantifiable and were carried
forward into the late 1980's. By the 1990's, as the
reality of the circumstance set in, many 1988 and 1989
syndicates were unable to purchase reinsurance
unquantifiable liability and called upon them to make
regular payments each year.
Because of these IBNR
claims, the Lloyd's market has suffered dramatic losses
over the last four years . Spec i fically, Lloyd's
syndicates suffered losses of £500,000,000 in the 1988
year which closed in 1990, £2 billion in the 1989
syndicate year which closed in 1991, £2.9 billion in
the 1990 year which closed in 1992. Optimistic
estimates of the losses for the 1991 syndicate year
exceed £1 billion. Many of the various syndicates
which comprise these accounting years remain open and
the losses set out above are merely the initial losses
suffered by the "Names" in these syndicates.
Additional losses will be suffered by "Names" in the
syndicates for many years to come as they become
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quantifiable.
Specifically however, Lloyd's has
suffered losses of over £6.4 billion in the last four
years and some have estimated that the total liability
for asbestosis will produce losses of an additional £12
billion over the coming years. The £6.4 billion in
losses incurred in the 1988 through 1991 syndicate
years will exceed all profits earned in the Lloyd's
market since its inception in 1688.
Perhaps the biggest problem in all of this is the
destruction of the credibility of the Lloyd's market.
As John Julius Angerstein pointed out in the early
1800's, the success of Lloyd's is based upon its
excellent reputation.
It is the loss of this
reputation that will be the biggest problem for
Lloyd's. As the son of a Lloyd's chairman and a
director of one of Lloyd's brokers has recently stated
"Because Lloyd's exists on good faith and trust, loss
of this trust will destroy the market ...
But how then did the Lloyd's market with all its
strength and grandeur find itself with such problems?
The problems originated out of underwriting conducted
in the 1960's and 1970'S. This was a period in which
Lloyd's was particularly vulnerable since the brokers
of insurance owned by the majority of the managing
underwriters and thereby controlled a large majority of
the syndicates. There is an inherent conflict between
the interests of the broker who is paid a commission
based upon the amount of insurance which he can get the
underwriter to accept, and the underwriter whose
success depends upon his ability to analyze the risk
and write only that coverage which is justified based
upon a reasonable expectation of losses.
Before 1987
as the brokers at Lloyd's controlled many of the
underwriting syndicates, these syndicates assumed
extraordinary "long tail" exposure in order that the
broker might enjoy the short-term benefits of premium
income.
The loose regulatory atmosphere at Lloyd's ~lso
contributed to the problems in the ~arket.
Synd~cates
could act independently with very llttle accountlng
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requirements.
Even the audits conducted of syndicates
were done by the syndicates themselves and not until
the early 1980's were such audits conducted by
independent outside auditors.
Another significant factor which gave rise to
Lloyd's problems was the scheme which became known as
the LMX Spiral or the London Market Excess.
In 1970,
there were approximately six thousand "Names" at
Lloyd's, by 1979 this number had increased to fifteen
thousand and by 1989 to a peak of thirty-four thousand
"Names". The increase in "Names" put intense pressure
on syndicate underwriters to find new business.
since the Lloyd's underwriters could not identify
sufficient businesses outside of the market these
underwriters created the business within their own
market.
Specifically, the syndicates passed risk
around and among themselves by reinsuring the risk with
other syndicates. That is, if Lloyd's syndicate A had
underwritten some risk in a nuclear power plant in
Europe, it would purchase reinsurance from Lloyd's
syndicate B.
syndicate B would again layoff that risk
by purchasing reinsurance from a third Lloyd's
syndicate. By this means, Lloyd's syndicates passed
risks around and around the LMX market up to fifty
times. with each such new reinsurance, referred to as
a "turn", the broker took a ten percent commission on
the premium earned.
It has been estimated that by the
time a risk passed nine times from syndicate to
syndicate a premium of £1 million had eroded to
£300,000, the rest having gone to brokers and
underwriters as commission. This practice of the LMX
Spiral had two devastating results.
It tended to
concentrate specific risks within the Lloyd's market
rather than reinsuring those risks outside of the
market.
Secondly, when a claim comes in on a risk
"turned" through the LMX Spiral, there is little
premium left with which to pay the claim. As a
consequence, a call must be made against the "Names" in
the syndicate left holding the bag at the end of the
day.
If the "Names" in that syndicate are UJ~able to
meet the full liability of the call the syndlcate must
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default and a second Lloyd's syndicate must absorb the
liability. Therefore, as the LMX Spiral is unwound
syndicate by syndicate the liability on each risk will
affect many syndicates in the Lloyd's market.
But again, how did all of this happen? Perhaps
this is best explained by the comments of two
En~l~shmen, Robert Hiscox and Max Hastings, in a recent
edltlon of the New Yorker magazine. Mr. Hiscox, the
son of a former Lloyd's Chairman said, "There are three
fundamental things Lloyd's hasn't had for twenty years.
~hese ~re One, a rich sophisticated capital, Two, total
lntegrlty, and Three, strong government." Perhaps even
more telling is the comment of Mr. Hastings, the editor
of the Daily Telegraph who said, "I never joined
Lloyd's because all the stupidest boys I was at school
with seemed to go into i t .
. and that worried me."s
And where does all of this leave the Lloyd's
market in the coming years.
Is it in for a meltdown or
will it proceed forward into a new era for another
three hundred years of prosperity? Amidst the disaster
it is often hard to strip back the facts and look
clearly into the future.
Nonetheless there is a
business plan in place to seek corporate capital. To
attract this capital Lloyd's will offer limited
liability plus protection from earlier market losses.
However, this plan angers existing "Names" since it is
a repeat of the very things they were told in the early
80's when making inquiries as to the risks of
asbestosis and "long tail" liability, and it means the
Lloyd's market has turned its back on them leaving them
with devastating bankrupting losses.
Regardless of the effect within,the Lloy~'S
the effects of the Lloyd's dlsaster wlll be
mar k e t ,
1 '
e not
felt worldwide in the near future as c a~m~ ar
met.
Since fifty percent of the underwrltlng done by
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Lloyd's is done in the united states, the Lloyd's
disaster will have significant impact in this country.
No matter how this drama plays itself out, it is
clear that Lloyd/s will no longer have the glitter and
glory that it experienced as the pillar of the world's
marine insur~nce market over the last three hundred
years.
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